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(Levels of Psychological measurement)

(Introduction)

(customary ways) (natural sciences)

Gleitman “(Scaling is a procedure for assigning numbers 

to a subjects’s response) Bruno (1980)

Scaling is a system of assigning classes, gradations or magnitudes to 

dimensions of stimuli, events of behaviour.)

(Stevens, 

1946), 1951)

(Internal scale), (Ordinal scale),

(Internal scale) (Ratio scale)

(restrictive values)

(basic postulates)
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(Various Levels of Psychological 

 Measurement) 

 (Nominal or Classificatory Scale)

(nominal scale) (measurement)

(lowest level)

(measurement)

(Classifiy)

(classificatory measurement)

(male) (female)

(mental illness) (hysteria),

(schizophrenia), (paranoia), 

(manic-depressive psychosis)

(nominal or classificatory measurement)

(primitive)

Burno (1980)

(Nominal scale is a scale of measurement in which stimuli events or behaviour 

are assigned to classes.)
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Stevens Von 

Neumann Morgenslem

Guliford (1950)

(modal class categorical predications)

(informations measure) (cotingency correlation)

(nominal measurement)

(equivalent)

(equivalence)

(reflexive), (transitive) (symmetrical)

(nominal measurement) (statistical operations) 

(frequency), (percentage), (proportion),

(mode) (cofficient of cotinigency)

(limitation)

(elementary)

(measurement scale)

(Ordinal Scales)

Burno (1980)

(Ordinal scale is a scale of measurement in which stimuli, events 

or behaviours are ranked according to some dimension or attribute of interest)
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a > b > c > d

(Second level)

(rank order)

(ranks) (habits) (lowest) (from 

lowest to highest) (measurement)

(traits) (high class), (Middle class)

(lower class)

(ingelligence score)

(ranks)

(ordinal measurement)

(rank) (equivalent)

(greater than) (lower)

(Ordinal measurement) (data)

(median), (percentile) (rank 

difference correliation)
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(Paired Comparison Method)

Cone

Thustone (1927)

n(n-1) 

2

(sequence)

C-score

(N-L)

(Rank Order Method)

(Determination of Rank order method)
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(ranks)

 

(Stimulus Ranking Method) –

Galton (1863) Guilford (1954)

(i) (Numerical),

(ii) (Graphic),

(iii) (Standard)  

(iv) (Cumulative points), 

 (v) (Forced choice)

+I -I

Man-to-Man Scale

Portrait Matching Scale

(Method of Sucessive Categories)

(Method of Sucessive Intervals)
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(ordinal measurement) (demerit)

(ordinal data) (absolute)

(ranks)

(score) (rank)

1st, 2nd 3rd 

70-65 = 5 65-14 = 51

(rank)

1st, 2nd 3rd

(Intervals Scales)

(Single unit scales)

Bruno (1980)

(Interval scale is scale of measurement 

characterized by equal distance between is values.) (third 

level) (nominal 

measurement) (unit of measurement)

(unit of measurement)

(equal) (constant) (equal 

intergvals measurement) (measurement)

(numbers) (equal intervals)

P, Q, R S

P-R=10 Q-S Q-S PR QS

PQ
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(interval) (interval) 30-12 = 18 RS

20-2 = 18 (interval)

(interval measurement)

distance) (intelligence score),

(aptitude score), (calendar),

(Fahernheit and Celsius Thermometers)

(interval measurement)

(true zero point) (arbitrary 

zero point)

(interval measurement)

(arithmetic man), (standard deviation),

(Person r), (t test) (F test)

(coefficient of variation)

(Method of Equal Sense Distance)

(Psychological 

continuum)

(Bisection Method)

(Method of Fractionation)

(Method of Equal Appearing 

Intervals)

(mainpulation)
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(Method of Fractionation)

(Mehods of Multiple Stimuli)

(Ratio Scale) Bruno (1980)

(Ratio scale is a scale of measurement characterized by the 

possession of attire zero. Like the interval scale, the ratio scale has equal 

distances between its values.)

(numerousness)

(geometric mean),

(harmonic mean) (percent variation)

(ratio measurement) (weight)

(height), (length)

(natural sciences) (social 

sciences) (interval measurement)

(arbitrary zero point)

(ratio measurement)
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(true)

(arbitary) (freezing point)

(researches) (interval measurement)

(ordinal measurement) (ratio scale)

(physical sciences)

(Summary of characterisities of Psychological Scales)

(Properties)  (Normal)  (Cordinal)  (Interval)  (Ratio)

Classification  X  X  X  X   

X  X  X

X

equal units        X

(absolute zoo)       X
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 (Summary Table of Characteristies of Psychological Scales) 

(Scales)

(Defined 
Relations)

(Magnitude)

(Equal 
Intergal)

(Absolute 
Zero point)

(Statistical 
Example)

(Appropria-
te Statistical 
example)

(examples)

(Nominal)

(c)

(Ordinal)

(Interval)

(Ratio)
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(Summary)
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+1

Man to Man Scale Portrait Matching Scale 

(arfitrany)

F-
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(Questions for Exercise)

(Describe the various levels of psychological measurement.)

Write short notes on the following : 

(i)

(Nominal or Classified Scale)

(ii)

Ordinal Scales)    

  (iii)

(Interval Scales) 

  (iv)

(Ratio Scale)    


